
C9 Transact
Transactional Document Delivery

How secure and reliable are your essential email communications such as invoices and statements?

C9 Transact offers a secure, auditable, reliable and cost-effective solution to deliver your essential transactional 
documents, providing everything you need to manage documents and communicate with customers via our unique 
platform. 

Digital Transactional Document Delivery
Cumulo9’s world-class audited 99.5% deliverability ensures statements, invoices, 
payslips, contracts, and updates securely reach your customers, so they can act 
promptly. C9 Transact provides you with important delivery confirmation data 
along with analytics which gives you measured cross-sell and up-sell marketing 
opportunities that provide real world trans-promo opportunities.

Business Efficiency
C9 Transact offers significant business efficiency improvements, enabling you to send content rich emails with no fear of being mistaken 
for spam. The online communication channel is transformed opening the way for branded emails carrying essential information. 
Comprehensive tracking and reporting backs all this up, so any undelivered emails can be dealt with proactively. Sending attachments 
safely along with support for plain text emails ensures your essential communications get to the right person.

Security
C9 Transact provides the highest levels of security, auditability and compliance available. Including the latest security features such as 
DKIM, DMARC, TLS as well as ISP monitoring and feedback loops. C9 Transact provides a stable, scalable platform, hosted by the world’s 
leading data centres including full GDPR compliance that allows you to deliver essential communications.

   Payment Technology
C9 Transact supports various payment platforms including POLi 
payment and credit cards.

   Connect with anything
C9 Transact is fully integrated with the world’s leading CCM, CXM 
and CRM solutions. Whether it’s an API or a secure FTP connection, 
C9 Transact can integrate to provide a seamless transaction flow. 

Summary
C9 Transact is Cumulo9’s cost effective solution to transactional document delivery. Get your transactional email communications 
delivered, tracked, and meet risk, security, compliance, audit and legislative requirements. C9 Transact is customisable and can 
evolve to meet your needs. For any business looking for a powerful digital delivery solution that will transform their customer 
communications, C9 Transact is the answer.

Contact Us
If you would like to find out more about C9 Transact, please feel free to contact us.

sales@cumulo9.com

Mob: +64 9 377 8885
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